Egyptian Theatre Organizational Plan
Published January 24, 2018

Preservation of the Egyptian Theatre, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) non-profit charitable organization that owns and
operates the historic Egyptian Theatre.
Mission Statement: To share and protect the historical integrity of the theatre as a regional arts center for
entertainment and community involvement.
Vision Statement: The historic Egyptian Theatre is recognized as a center for the arts and entertainment in the
region, enriching the community culturally and economically. The Theatre is a beloved gathering place and
source of pride, providing programming and excitement now and for future generations.
Board of Directors
Staff
Dan Schewe (President)
Executive Director - Alex Nerad
Retired – Chapman Schewe Benefits Consulting
Marketing & Communications Director Brian Scholle (Vice-President)
Jeanine Holcomb
Agent – State Farm Insurance
Event Services Director - Brandon Pugh
Kay Riley (Treasurer)
Custodian/Maintenance - Brandon Robinson
Vice-President – Hunt Companies
Box Office Manager - Nora Reeves
Denise Weinmann (Secretary)
Venue Technician - Kody Williams
Commercial Real Estate Broker – RVG Commercial
Rosa Balli
Owner – Rosita’s Mexican Restaurant & Eduardo’s Restaurant
Amy Doll
Executive Director – DeKalb Park District
Paul Kassel
Dean of the College of Visual & Performing Arts – Northern Illinois University
Jim Mizgalski
President & Owner – Provident Direct, Inc.
Justyna Palasiewicz
Assistant State’s Attorney – Ogle County State’s Attorney
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Ownership
It is the determination of the Egyptian Theatre Board of Directors that ownership of the
Egyptian Theatre will stay with the 501(c)(3) non-profit organization Preservation of
Egyptian Theatre, Inc.
Governance
Operating and maintaining the Egyptian Theatre since 1978, Preservation of the
Egyptian Theatre, Inc. has proven its ability to responsibly be the steward of this
historic jewel for the community. As an independent non-profit representing the
community, it has the ability to quickly adapt to changing times and be the strong
organization that the Egyptian Theatre needs.
Management
The non-profit organization Preservation of the Egyptian Theatre, Inc. intends to
continue the management and operations of the Egyptian Theatre with their staff.
Programming
With additional resources, including financial support, the Egyptian Theatre will be able
to grow the programming offerings of the Theatre. The Egyptian Theatre currently
offers many free events throughout the year. In essence, subsidizing the community
use of the Egyptian Theatre without receiving any subsidy to do so.
Building
The Egyptian Theatre is a regional performing arts center that currently draws patrons
from throughout the region and beyond to events. In order to succeed and foster
growth, the Egyptian Theatre needs to address multiple facility challenges. The
guiding criterion is to identify what facility improvements would be needed to “provide
the support spaces needed to efficiently, safely, and competitively operate the
Egyptian Theatre with a sold-out audience on a regular basis.”
With this guiding criterion an architectural program of spaces needed to address this.
Additionally, it remains a priority to protect the historical integrity of the building
through any building projects. At this point, funding is needed to hire an architectural
firm to develop conceptual drawings that incorporate all the necessary spaces and
provide a construction budget. Once a budget is determined for the project the Board
of Directors, along with the community, can begin to develop a plan to fund and
complete the necessary expansion.
Cultural and Financial Impact
The Egyptian Theatre currently has a direct economic impact of over $2 million per
year. With increased programming and a year round schedule, this economic impact
can continue to grow.
Beyond the financial impact the Egyptian Theatre provides for the community, it
creates a significant cultural impact. The Egyptian Theatre plays an important role in
the quality of life for residents, students, businesses, and visitors.
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City of DeKalb Items for Consideration
Annual Operating Support $150,000
Annual Capital Project Support $100,000
TIF Support of Building Master Plan – Dollar amount to be discussed once project
scope, cost, and funding plan is developed.
The above items for consideration for funding are considerably less than what was proposed
by Janis Barlow and Associates in the Feasibility Study conducted by the City of DeKalb.
It is our sincere hope that The City of DeKalb will play an important role in increasing the
success of the Egyptian Theatre. Annual operating support would help show sponsors and
donors that the Egyptian Theatre is an important community asset worthy of support. The
City of DeKalb will reap financial benefits as well as help to provide an increased quality of
life for its citizens. Support of the Egyptian is an investment that will generate significant
returns every single year.
For reference, below is a table showing the tax dollars contributed each year to theatres in
the region. The theatres listed below have a wide variety of ownership and management
models. But one thing is totally consistent, and that is the significant financial support other
communities are providing their local performing arts center every year for operations. The
City of DeKalb has the opportunity to provide meaningful annual support to the Egyptian
Theatre at a fraction of the cost that other communities are spending to support their local
theatre.
Local Government Annual Financial Support of Theatres
*Numbers from most recent publicly available data

Theatre
Hemmens Cultural Center
Coronado Theatre
Paramount Theatre
Batavia Fine Arts Centre
Metropolis Theatre
Woodstock Opera House
Sandwich Opera House
Egyptian Theatre

City
Elgin
Rockford
Aurora
Batavia
Arlington Heights
Woodstock
Sandwich
DeKalb

Operating Support
$931,200
$720,000
$510,000
$393,000
$300,000
$300,000
$12,000 + utilities
$0
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Capital Support
$275,000
100% City
Grants
100% School Dist.
Grants
100% City
Repairs over $50
$100,000

The historic Egyptian Theatre is a beloved place for many generations that have performed
on stage, seen their first movie, gone on a date, shared their first kiss in the balcony, or other
countless memories. From visits by John F. Kennedy to Ronald Reagan to First Lady
Eleanor Roosevelt, there is no doubt that the Egyptian Theatre is one of the most important
community assets we have.
Preservation of the Egyptian Theatre, Inc. (P.E.T.) is the 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that
owns and operates the historic Egyptian Theatre in Downtown DeKalb, IL. The organization
is governed by a volunteer board of directors that represents the community. As stewards of
the historic theatre for the community, P.E.T. takes their role seriously in doing what is best
for the Egyptian Theatre.
In June 2015 the City of DeKalb City Council authorized a feasibility study to be conducted by
a consultant on the Egyptian Theatre. That study was awarded to Janis Barlow and
Associates in January 2016. The Egyptian Theatre was heavily involved in the early stages
of the study by providing hundreds of pages of documents to the consultants. These
documents included history on finances, programming, staffing, policies, marketing,
volunteers, grants, donations, renters, and more. The final report from the consultant was
presented to the City of DeKalb City Council in January 2017.
The Egyptian Theatre Board of Directors took the necessary time to adequately review and
discuss the 100+ page report. On June 19, 2017 the Egyptian Theatre met with City of
DeKalb staff to present a formal response to the feasibility study. The five page response
was presented and covered items that the board was in agreement with, items of concern,
and specific responses to the eight recommendations made in the consultant’s report.
The City of DeKalb then requested from the Egyptian Theatre Board of Directors a report
detailing what the plan was for ownership, governance, management, programming, and the
building. This document provides those responses in what is titled as the Egyptian Theatre
Organizational Plan.
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OWNERSHIP
In 1978 Preservation of the Egyptian Theatre, Inc. was formed to save the Egyptian Theatre
from the fate of the wrecking ball that the City of DeKalb had nearly finalized. The community
stepped up to form the non-profit organization to save the theatre and took over ownership.
The community run non-profit has operated and maintained the historic theatre since 1978.
The Egyptian Theatre Board of Directors have spent a great deal of time researching
ownership models of historic theaters throughout the country, talking with community
members, theatre renters, donors, sponsors, volunteers, and legal counsel, and have taken
the appropriate amount of time to discuss this matter thoroughly as a Board.
The message from the community was overwhelmingly clear; we should continue the current
ownership model of the Egyptian Theatre as a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. The
volunteer Board of Directors continues to have representation from different areas of our
community beyond just DeKalb. The Egyptian Theatre is a treasure of the region and as
such representation on the board will continue to reflect the region.
Donors and sponsors expressed concern over an ownership model other than the current
one. Many stated that they would not provide financial support to the Theatre if it was owned
by the City of DeKalb. Discussion with many other theatres who are city-owned returned a
similar response; that it is difficult to fundraise when the building is owned by a taxing body.
Current renters and community arts groups expressed concerns over a potential change in
ownership. Concerns of programming oversight, censorship, and performance content
review were just some of the issues raised. Questions were raised over whether rental rates
or policies would change, whether all groups would still be welcomed in a city-owned building
such as religious groups and political events. Overall, groups expressed being happy with
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the current management and operation of the theatre for their events and were concerned
about anything changing.
Ownership by a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization provides assurances to the community that
the use and ownership of the building wouldn’t change unless the community representatives
on the Board of Directors decided to make such a change. Additionally, there are multiple
restrictions and guidelines for non-profit organizations on what you can do with assets. If the
City of DeKalb owned the Theatre, there would be no assurances that the City under a
different administration or City Council wouldn’t decide to sell the Theatre.
Therefore, with consideration of all the issues stated above, it is the determination of the
Egyptian Theatre Board of Directors that ownership of the Egyptian Theatre will stay with the
501(c)(3) non-profit organization Preservation of Egyptian Theatre, Inc.

GOVERNANCE
The Egyptian Theatre Board of Directors is currently comprised of 11 members that serve 2
year terms with a maximum of 3 terms (or 6 years). There is a board nominating committee
in place to review the needs of the organization and set priorities when recruiting board
members. Using a board skillset matrix the committee is able to make thoughtful decisions
about what type of board members are needed each year.
As a regional performing arts center it is important to have representation beyond just
DeKalb. Currently the board members provide expertise in and representation of a wide
variety of interests. The make-up of the Board will change through time as the current needs
of the organization change. The current governance model provides the flexibility to adapt to
the ever changing needs of the non-profit.
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The Board of Directors provides the vision, policy direction, and financial oversight. They hire
and oversee the Executive Director who hires the staff to operate the theatre on a day-to-day
basis. The staff handles the ongoing maintenance of the building, programming, marketing,
and volunteers. Fundraising efforts are done jointly with the board’s development committee
and staff.
The use of multiple board committees allows for non-board members to also get involved in
the organization and widen the community involvement.
An annual day-long board retreat allows for the board to review and update the strategic plan
for the organization. Utilizing outside non-profit experts to lead these annual retreats has
been extremely beneficial and productive.
In early 2017 the Egyptian Theatre achieved the Gold GuideStar Nonprofit Profile level.
GuideStar is the world’s largest source of information about nonprofit organizations and a
leader in advancing transparency in the nonprofit sector. This level demonstrates P.E.T.’s
deep commitment to nonprofit transparency and accountability. Less than 1 percent of the
nation’s 1.8 million IRS-recognized nonprofit organizations are GuideStar Gold participants.
In January 2018 the Egyptian Theatre was named one of five finalists for the first ever
Nonprofit of the Year Award to be awarded at the DeKalb Chamber of Commerce annual
dinner.
Operating and maintaining the Egyptian Theatre since 1978, Preservation of the Egyptian
Theatre, Inc. has proven its ability to responsibly be the steward of this historic jewel for the
community. As an independent non-profit representing the community, it has the ability to
quickly adapt to changing times and be the strong organization that the Egyptian Theatre
needs.
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MANAGEMENT
The non-profit organization that owns and operates the Egyptian Theatre has proven that it
can sustain managing the Theatre; it has done so since 1978. But to merely sustain the
theatre would not provide the level of activity the community desires or that is possible.
Preservation of the Egyptian Theatre, Inc. has proven that it can keep the doors open. The
future for the Egyptian Theatre isn’t just about sustainability, it’s about reaching the maximum
potential.
Preservation of the Egyptian Theatre, Inc. is debt-free and has survived without any
significant ongoing annual operational support. In 2006 the Egyptian Theatre had one fulltime employee and today has grown the staff to four full-time and two part-time. This is still
below where the staffing level should be even for the number of events done today. The
feasibility study conducted by the City of DeKalb and presented in 2017 supported this
statement.

Full-Time
Part-Time

Egyptian Theatre Staffing
Current
Future
4
8
2
10

Like any non-profit organization or historic theater, community support is required to flourish
beyond just sustaining. Through private and public financial support, the Egyptian Theatre
can staff and program the Theatre to make the maximum cultural and financial impact on the
community. Multiple studies prove that the Egyptian Theatre is an extremely significant
economic driver in the community. Further investment by the community will yield positive
results. The Egyptian Theatre is a great investment.
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It is important to note the difference between a commercial theatre and a non-profit theatre.
As was stated by the consultant who conducted the theatre feasibility study for the City; “if
you can understand the difference between a library and a bookstore then you can
understand the difference between a for-profit and non-profit theatre.”
A for-profit commercial theatre operation is primarily focused on making a profit. There are
examples within the region and around the country that show what can happen to a historic
theatre when its only purpose is to turn a profit. The historic theatre maintenance is
expensive and becomes a last priority. The magnificent historic building can quickly fall into
disrepair or undergo so many modifications made to it that its historic significance is lost.
Many note a lost connection with the community when there is no longer a mission-focused
operation. Rental rates increase to not only cover expenses but to make a profit, which
typically pushes most community groups out as they can no longer afford to use the venue.
While there are certainly examples of successful for-profit models out there, they are typically
in major cities and run by companies who manage venues across the US.
Our board of directors do not see this as a good fit for our community or the Egyptian
Theatre. We will continue to manage the Egyptian Theatre with our professional staff. We
look to increase our staffing level as it becomes financial feasible.

PROGRAMMING
The Egyptian Theatre is used extensively by the community. Over 30 community
organizations, including groups from Northern Illinois University, use the Theatre each year
for their events. It is our intent to continue this community focus while increasing the number
of national touring acts to broaden our appeal throughout the region.
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We continue to offer some of the deepest rental discounts in the region for non-profit
organizations. Multiple times a year we provide the Egyptian Theatre free of cost to
community groups like the DeKalb School District and community events like Corn Fest,
Candidate’s Night, Santa Comes to Town, and Spooktacular. Additionally, we offer grants for
non-profits in DeKalb County that need assistance in renting the theatre for their events. In
essence, we are subsidizing the community use of the Egyptian Theatre without receiving
any subsidy to do so. For all of this to continue, the Egyptian Theatre will need to receive
ongoing financial support for operations to provide these services to the community.
We have continued to grow the frequency of showing film. After all, the Egyptian Theatre is
home to the largest movie screen in DeKalb County. Films in general are not highly
profitable but attract an audience that may not attend live events and continues to foster a
nostalgic connection to an era gone by.
The Egyptian Theatre will not show first-run films or films on a consistent basis because of
the busy live event schedule. The focus of our film programming will be on classic films,
family films, and continuing to partner with non-profit organizations to show documentaries
highlighting important topics.

While community events solidify the Egyptian Theatre as the community gathering center,
they don’t always provide general appeal to a broad audience. That is why we are eager to
grow our programming with national touring acts. We plan to program a mix of cultural and
commercial acts in addition to the community rentals.
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Event Programming Risk & Reward
Financial Risk
Financial Reward
Rental Events
Low
Medium
Films
Low
Low
Touring Shows
High
High
Examples of commercial acts we have hosted are comedy shows like Lewis Black and Brian
Regan, concerts like Rick Springfield, Gaelic Storm, Richard Marx, Survivor, Home Free, Joe
Nichols, and Jo Dee Messina. In general, commercial acts will typically turn a profit and
generate big audiences. These big marquee names can be very expensive events to present
and thus bring with them a lot of potential financial risk. But these touring shows can produce
a big financial upside and draw lots of recognition to the theatre.
Cultural acts are typically considered more arts and less mainstream. Dance, jazz, choral,
piano, theatre, and family shows are all examples of shows that could be considered cultural
acts. Recent and upcoming shows that fall under this category include Lightwire Theater,
Todd Oliver and his talking dog Irving, Recycled Percussion, GENTRI: The Gentleman Trio,
and our free Veteran’s Day concert in 2017 with the United States Army Field Band and
Soldiers’ Chorus.
Our ultimate goal with the cultural acts we bring in would be to host a school performance in
the morning where we bus in 1,400 kids to experience the show, in the afternoon host a
masterclass workshop for college and high school students, and in the evening have a
ticketed public performance.
The goal for evening public performances would be to keep ticket prices as affordable as
possible so that the highest amount of kids and families could attend while still covering
expenses.
In November 2017 the US Army Field Band and Soldiers’ Chorus provided the unique
opportunity for local high school band students to sit in and play with this world renowned
band for one song during the concert.
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Research from Americans for the Arts shows that students with an education rich in the arts
have higher GPAs and standardized test scores and lower drop-out rates—benefits reaped
by students regardless of socio-economic status. Students with four years of arts or music in
high school average 100 points higher on the SAT than students with just one-half year of
arts or music.

Many studies show there are significant advantages to starting young with kids in the arts.
You can inspire a love of arts early on and maintain a lifelong appreciation for the arts.
Teaching creativity develops critical thinking skills, engages students, and fosters innovation.
“Creativity is one of the top three personality traits most important to career success,
according to U.S. employers” – Americans for the Arts.
This educational outreach is another example of something that would have a lasting impact
in the community but would need financial support to be possible.

BUILDING
The Egyptian Theatre is a regional performing arts center currently drawing patrons from
throughout the region and beyond to events. In order to succeed and foster growth, the
Egyptian Theatre needs to address multiple facility challenges. The historic building was
never finished in 1929 because of the crash of the stock market during its construction.
There were supposed to be additional support spaces and even an adjoining hotel.
Even if the building was completed in 1929 as originally planned, the Theatre would still need
to address facility challenges today. Theatres are being used differently today than they were
originally designed for and code requirements have obviously changed.
The Egyptian Theatre Board of Directors Facility Committee has spent most of 2017
reviewing the results of the Feasibility Study conducted by the City of DeKalb and discussing
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the known facility challenges. The Facility Committee is comprised of board members, staff,
City staff, an architect, and theatre professionals. Two of the members, including our
Executive Director, were chosen to sit on the auditorium design committee when the new
DeKalb High School was designed and constructed.
The guiding criterion established by the Facility Committee and supported by the full Board of
Directors was to identify what facility improvements would be needed to “provide the support
spaces needed to efficiently, safely, and competitively operate the Egyptian Theatre with a
sold-out audience on a regular basis.”
With this guiding criterion the Facility Committee has developed an architectural program of
spaces needed to address this. Below is a listing of these spaces divided into potential
phases.
Phase One – Priority Front-of-House Amenities
Main Floor Restrooms – increase quantity and provide ADA access
Main Floor Concessions & Storage – increase size and offerings
Main Floor Janitorial – create storage and workspace
Mezzanine Restrooms – increase quantity
Mezzanine Concessions & Storage – add to mezzanine
Main Floor & Mezzanine Storage Space
HVAC for New Spaces
Replace Existing Carpet
Phase Two – Front-of-House
Box Office – increase size and provide ADA access
Volunteer Locker Room
Meeting Room and VIP Lounge
Storage
Janitorial Room
Administration Office Space
Renovate Existing Office Space into Board Room
Elevator
HVAC for New Spaces
Phase Three – Back-of-House
Additional Backstage Space (wing space)
Add Stage Crossover
Loading Dock
New Stage Door Entrance and Foyer
Security Office
Stage Storage
Piano/Organ Storage Room
Catering Prep Room
Choral Dressing Rooms (larger group rooms with restrooms)
Star Dressing Rooms (individual rooms with bathrooms)
Green Room – Artist Lounge
Production Office
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Stage Tech Office
Laundry/Wardrobe Room
Freight/Passenger Elevator
Janitorial Rooms
Rehearsal Room
HVAC for New Spaces
Add-on Project for Any Phase
Air Conditioning of existing building

As of January 2018 planning work is underway to move forward with phase one within the
next year. Steve and T.J. Irving have stepped forward with a significant financial commitment
towards this first phase and are eager to help expedite its completion. Conceptual plans
should be presented to the DeKalb City Council in February of 2018. Initial plans for this first
phase is to complete without any tax dollars for construction.
It remains a priority to protect the historical integrity of the building through any building
projects. Funding is needed to hire an architectural firm to develop conceptual drawings that
incorporate all the necessary spaces and provide a construction budget. Once a budget is
determined for the phases the Board of Directors, along with the community, can begin to
develop a plan to fund and complete the necessary expansion.
While air-conditioning the Egyptian Theatre continues to be a priority, the Board of Directors
has determined that it needs to be done in conjunction with an expansion of the Theatre.
Currently, the Egyptian Theatre is the only historic theatre in the region that has not
expanded its footprint since the opening of the theatre. It is time to provide the support
spaces and amenities needed in order to reach the full potential of the Egyptian Theatre.
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Another exciting project is the restoration and return of a Wurlitzer Theatre Organ to the
Egyptian Theatre. The Theatre originally had a Wurlitzer when it opened in 1929 but that
organ console was sold in the 1940’s. The remaining pipes and parts were sold during the
major restoration that occurred in 1983.
In 2008, a Wurlitzer Theatre Organ that was nearly identical to the original organ in the
Egyptian was donated to the Theatre. The organ is valued at about $600,000 and has been
in climate controlled secure storage in DeKalb since it was donated. The total project cost is
currently estimated to be around $400,000 to restore and install the organ. This would return
the “voice” to the Egyptian Theatre and allow for additional programming. Events would
include organ concerts and silent film festivals.
Once this project is completed, it would be one of the only fully restored Wurlitzer Theatre
Organ’s in a Theatre in the United States. This has already garnered attention from around
the US and internationally from those that are interested in theatre organs. To protect the
instrument after restoration of it, we would like to complete the installation of air conditioning
in the theatre. There is also additional storage and support space needed around the stage
in order to effectively install the organ. We hope to coordinate this project along with the
major building project.

This will not be a small project and funding will need to come from multiple sources. Initial
conversations with donors and foundations have all been positive. But all have said that they
would want to see a significant financial commitment from the City of DeKalb in order for
them to move forward with their contributions. Once a project budget is established we will
pursue the multiple avenues needed to fund this project and hope that the City of DeKalb will
be a leader in those efforts.
We believe the DeKalb Public Library was an example of how multiple funding sources can
be brought together with the community to complete a project. A stronger Egyptian Theatre
that attracts more patrons to the Downtown is beneficial for the City of DeKalb, restaurants,
hotels, retail shops, gas stations, developers, Northern Illinois University, and the community.
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FINANCIAL AND CULTURAL IMPACT
Most communities that don’t have an operating theatre in their downtown are trying to get
one. They recognize the significant positive economic impact they make on a community.
There are many examples in our region of this happening. DeKalb is fortunate to have a
successful operating theatre already and has the unique advantage of leveraging that for
even more success instead of starting from scratch.
According to the most recent Arts & Economic Prosperity report from Americans for the Arts,
they found that the average person spends $31.47 per person per event they attend (this
does not include the cost of the ticket to the event). They found that local audiences (those
that live within the county of the event they attend) spend on average $23.44 per person
where as nonlocal audiences (those that live outside the county of the event they attend)
spend on average $47.57 per person.
On average, 60-70% of attendees at national touring acts at the Egyptian Theatre are from
outside DeKalb County. As mentioned above, it is the non-local audience members that
have the biggest economic impact when attending an event. Other communities have seen
increased success with restaurants and hotels as their local theatre increased programming
and attendance. Downtown DeKalb restaurants owners continually state how much of a
direct impact the Egyptian Theatre has on their business. When the Theatre is busy, they are
busy.
This makes the Egyptian Theatre a great investment for the City of DeKalb, developers, and
local businesses. A flourishing arts scene means big business.
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Beyond the financial impact the Egyptian Theatre provides for the community, it creates a
significant cultural impact. The Egyptian Theatre plays an important role in the quality of life
for residents, students, businesses, and visitors.
Cultural impact can be difficult to measure and track. But extensive research has been done
on the impact of the arts. Through increased programming and community involvement the
Egyptian Theatre can have a positive impact on all of the following:

CONCLUSION
The Egyptian Theatre has been in DeKalb since it opened its doors December 10, 1929 and
operated by the 501(c)(3) non-profit group Preservation of Egyptian Theatre, Inc. since 1978.
It is fairly safe to say the theatre is not going away. We hope the Egyptian Theatre only
continues to grow as a source of pride for the community and our patrons.
There are two options for the community in regard to funding the Egyptian Theatre. The first
is to provide little to no financial support, which would require the Egyptian to dramatically cut
back programming and community support. The theatre would remain open but with very few
events each year and limited staffing. The second is for the community to provide annual
financial support to the Egyptian Theatre, which will help it reach its potential and become
one of the premier destinations in the region. Community support would include a
combination of individual donors, corporate sponsorship, and City of DeKalb financial
support.
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In 2017 the Egyptian Theatre staff and board drew up and followed through on an aggressive
plan to solicit annual sponsorships. First National Bank, Northwestern Medicine Kishwaukee
Hospital, Shaw Media, and Tapa La Luna all committed $25,000 per year for 3 years. First
Midwest Bank committed $5,000 per year for 5 years. This annual sponsorship allowed the
Egyptian Theatre to add a full time Marketing & Communications Director in the fall, start to
dramatically increase the amount of programming, and provide special events for the
community free of charge.
The results are already quite impressive. Take a look at the growth made in the fall 2017
season compared to the previous year. Both 2016 and 2017 fall season schedules were 4
months long running September through December.

Touring Shows
Community Events
Movies
Total Events
Patrons – # of States
Patrons – # of IL Counties
Tickets Sold
Total Attendance
Direct Economic Impact*

Fall 2016
4
17
14
45
22
28
7,320
14,213
$593,471

Fall 2017
13
15
24
61
29
40
11,190
22,130
$1,051,569

Change
9
-2
10
16
7
12
3,870
7,917
$458,098

Indirect Economic Impact**

$4,700,000

$10,397,457

$5,697,457

*Using Arts & Economic Prosperity 5 Calculator from Americans for the Arts
**Using State of Illinois arts impact multiplier

This is with the support of 4 annual sponsors at the $25,000/year level. Our goal is to
maintain 8-10 annual sponsors at this level and increase the amount of other sponsors and
donors at other levels. This will allow the Egyptian Theatre to staff the theatre at a more
appropriate level, maintain a high level of programming, and provide a variety of events for
the community.
We recognize that as we start to dramatically increase our programming and attendance, the
building challenges we face only become further magnified. We need to address the building
challenges in tandem with increased programming.
It is our sincere hope that The City of DeKalb will play an important role in increasing the
success of the Egyptian Theatre. Annual operating support would help show sponsors and
donors that the Egyptian Theatre is an important community asset worthy of support. The
City of DeKalb will reap financial benefits as well as help to provide an increased quality of
life for its citizens. Support of the Egyptian is an investment that will generate significant
returns every single year.
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For reference, below is a table showing the tax dollars contributed each year to theatres in
the region. The theatres listed below have a wide variety of ownership and management
models. But one thing is totally consistent, and that is the significant financial support other
communities are providing their local performing arts center every year for operations.
The City of DeKalb has the opportunity to provide meaningful annual support to the Egyptian
Theatre at a fraction of the cost that other communities are spending to support their local
theatre.
Local Government Annual Financial Support of Theatres
*Numbers from most recent publicly available data

Theatre
Hemmens Cultural Center
Coronado Theatre
Paramount Theatre
Batavia Fine Arts Centre
Metropolis Theatre
Woodstock Opera House
Sandwich Opera House
Egyptian Theatre

City
Elgin
Rockford
Aurora
Batavia
Arlington Heights
Woodstock
Sandwich
DeKalb

Operating Support
$931,200
$720,000
$510,000
$393,000
$300,000
$300,000
$12,000 + utilities
$0

Capital Support
$275,000
100% City
Grants
100% School Dist.
Grants
100% City
Repairs over $50
$100,000

City of DeKalb Items for Consideration
Annual Operating Support $150,000
Annual Capital Project Support $100,000
TIF Support of Building Master Plan – Dollar amount to be discussed once project scope,
cost, and funding plan is developed.
Potential Future Budget
Event/Programming Income $1,000,000
Corporate Sponsors $200,000
Donors $50,000
City of DeKalb Operating Support $150,000
City of DeKalb annual capital maintenance and improvement support $100,000
TOTAL $1,500,000
Potential Future Impact
Estimated annual attendance 50,000-60,000
Estimated direct annual economic impact* $3,000,000
Estimated indirect annual economic impact** $40,500,000
*Using Arts & Economic Prosperity 5 Calculator from Americans for the Arts
**Using State of Illinois arts impact multiplier
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